
Foldable 100-watt solar panel
SKU: TESOLARCHG100W

Recharge all your devices using solar power

An amazing solar panel designed for long trips in a campervan, car or lorry and for camping

This solar charger allows you to recharge all your devices in quick, safe, affordable and eco-friendly style. On sunny days,
simply open it in a large space to transform solar power into electricity. Use the built-in stands to keep it stable on any flat
surface. Putting it away is a breeze:  just fold it back up and fasten it using the velcro, then carry it like a slim briefcase. The
practical handle makes it easy to transport and store in the boot or cabin of your vehicle. You can also hang it from your tent
by attaching the carabiners to the tabs on the sides of the panel.

Ultra-fast charging for up to 3 devices simultaneously

The 100-watt solar panel can power smartphones, tablets, speakers, TWS earphones, smartwatches, e-readers, camping lamps
and even laptops. Thanks to the 3 ports, which can be used simultaneously, you can charge your devices wherever you are.
Inside the pocket, you will find an 18-watt USB-A port, ideal for mobile phones, tablets and small electronic accessories. The
USB-C port with Power Delivery (PD) technology  delivers up to 60 watts of power, allowing you to also charge compatible
laptops and MacBooks. You can also use the 99-watt DC socket in conjunction with the included cable and adapters to power
ASUS, HP, Huawei and Lenovo laptops that cannot be charged via USB-C,  as well as  Power Stations. 

Large pocket to hold your cables and accessories

The zipped pocket can easily fit all your cables, accessories and adapters. You can therefore protect the charging devices from
the sun, avoiding overheating.

Key features:



foldable
transforms into a briefcase thanks to the built-in velcro fastenings and handle
up to 100 watts of power
3 ports designed for simultaneous use
18-watt USB-A port
60-watt USB-C port with Power Delivery technology (PD)
99-watt DC port
built-in stands
zipped pocket
tabs to attach carabiners

Includes:

1 x DC-DC cable (5521)
1 x laptop charging cable adapter set
Instruction manual
2 x carabiners



Foldable 100-watt solar panel
SKU: TESOLARCHG100W

Technical data
Output power: 100W  
Input: Solar panels: 5 x 20W (100W)  
Output: 100W max  
Connector: 1 USB TYPE-C PD, DC, USB A femmina  
Plug type: n/a  
Technology: Adaptive Fast Charge, Power Delivery (PD)  
USB Output: 5V D.C. 3A/9V D.C. 2A/12V D.C. 1.5A (18W)  
Charging type: Fast, Power Delivery  
Input voltage: N/A  
Type C output: 5V D.C. 3A/9V D.C. 3A/12V D.C. 3A/15V D.C. 3A/20V D.C. 3A (PD
60W)  
Included accessories: 1 set of laptop charging cable adapters, 2 carabiners, User
manual, DC - DC cable (5521)  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417452376  
SKU: TESOLARCHG100W  
Weight: 250 g  
Maximum output power: 100 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 80 mm  
Width Pack: 410 mm  
Depth Inner: 410 mm  
Height Pack: 380 mm  
Weight Pack: 4310 g  
Width Inner: 80 mm  
Amount Inner: 1  
Depth Master: 410 mm  
Height Inner: 380 mm  
Weight Inner: 4310 g  
Width Master: 240 mm  
Amount Master: 3  
Height Master: 400 mm  
Weight Master: 13475 g  
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